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Abstract 

Over the past three decades, MRI has become a key tool to study how cognitive processes are 

implemented in the human brain. However, the question of whether participants recruited into MRI 

studies differ from participants recruited into other study contexts has received little to no attention. 

This is particularly pertinent when effects fail to generalize across study contexts: for example, if a 

behavioural effect discovered in a non-imaging context does not replicate in a neuroimaging 

environment. Here, we tested the hypothesis, motivated by preliminary findings (n=272), that MRI 

study participants differ from behaviour-only study participants on one fundamental individual 

difference variable: trait anxiety. Analysing a large-scale dataset drawn from multiple institutions 

(n=3317) and controlling for possible confounding variables, we found robust support for lower trait 

anxiety in MRI study participants, consistent with a sampling bias. Distributions of trait anxiety scores 

differed most markedly when psychiatric screening was minimal. Our findings highlight the need for 

surveying trait anxiety at recruitment and for appropriate screening procedures, in an attempt to 

mitigate this bias. 
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Introduction 

Neuroimaging methods, such as functional MRI (fMRI), have been fundamental to the emergence of 

cognitive neuroscience as a research field. These methods provide a unique window into the function 

of the human brain and into the implementation of cognitive processes at the computational, neural 

and network levels. However, a key question that has not been examined in the field is whether 

individuals who participate in MRI studies differ from those who participate in behaviour-only studies 

in terms of their psychological or psychiatric profiles. Given that many studies in cognitive 

neuroscience involve a behavioural piloting phase to assess behavioural effects, followed by an MRI 

scanning phase to assess neural mechanisms, it is important to ensure that individuals who volunteer 

to participate in each study context exhibit similar profiles and can be characterized by similar 

population distributions. This is especially relevant for studies in which effects that are present (and 

replicate) outside the scanner1 fail to replicate2 inside the scanning environment. Similarly, some 

effects may be more easily found in MRI than in behavioural studies, due to higher alertness and/or 

stress associated with the scanner environment. While there is evidence that physical characteristics 

of the scanning environment, such as acoustic noise3–5, can affect cognitive and affective processes, 

their neural basis, and hormonal responses6, poor generalizability across testing contexts could also be 

due, in part, to unanticipated biases in study recruitment.  

Specifically, anxiety is likely to be a key factor influencing individuals’ decisions to select themselves 

into particular studies, situations or environments. Here, we formally test the hypothesis that, because 

of this selection bias or because of variability in screening procedures, individuals who participate in 

MRI studies exhibit lower trait anxiety than individuals who participate in behavioural studies. Even 

within populations of healthy volunteers, it is likely that anxious individuals are more nervous about 

going into the MRI scanner, and are discouraged or excluded from participating if claustrophobic7–9. 

While perhaps not unexpected, the hypothesis of lower trait anxiety in MRI study contexts has to our 

knowledge never been formally tested, nor do we know the extent to which the distribution of anxiety 

levels is likely to be reduced to a narrower range. 

In addition, this question is also particularly pertinent for studies in which a modulatory effect of 

anxiety on behaviour is expected and for researchers interested in the mechanisms of anxiety per se. 

While anxiety disorders constitute a major global health burden10, anxiety is also a normative adaptive 

function that varies across the population. Studying anxiety in healthy human subjects can thus help 
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bridge the gap between animal models of anxiety and clinical applications for patients with anxiety 

disorders11,12. Myriad studies have suggested that a wide range of cognitive functions are modulated 

by anxiety levels (see 13 for a review): sensory processing and gating14–16, attentional biases toward 

negative emotional stimuli17,18, decreased emotion regulation19,20, deficits in attentional control21, 

reduced working memory performance22,23, impairments during reinforcement learning24,25 and 

increased risk avoidance during decision-making26–28. Neuroimaging studies have provided evidence 

for heightened amygdala responses to negative emotional stimuli29,30 and reduced connectivity 

between the prefrontal cortex and the amygdala19,31,32 in anxiety. Because of this multifaceted 

association between anxiety and cognition, many behavioural and neuroimaging studies in cognitive 

neuroscience routinely collect measures of anxiety. A common self-report measure of anxiety can be 

obtained from the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory33 (STAI). Trait anxiety scores from the STAI range 

from 20 to 80, with higher scores indicating higher general proneness to anxiety. Normative data33,34 

suggest that most people from a healthy population score between 20 and 50 (mean score around 35); 

while scores above 50 may indicate some clinical relevance for an anxiety disorder35–37. 

If individuals who participate in MRI studies exhibit lower anxiety levels than the general population, 

this could impose constraints on the generalizability of fMRI data, and have important implications 

for studies investigating processes associated with anxiety more specifically. For example, 

associations between brain responses and anxiety levels in healthy volunteers may not extend to the 

full range of anxiety scores typically observed in the general population. When applied to clinical 

studies, in-scanner effect sizes for differences between clinically anxious patients and controls may be 

overestimated, due to controls being abnormally “low” in anxiety compared to the average population 

estimate. 

Initial support for our hypothesis of lower trait anxiety in MRI study participants arose from a 

preliminary dataset comprising pilot and published data from three studies38–40. Results from this 

preliminary dataset are summarized in Table 1. Trait anxiety was indeed lower in the MRI study 

context than in the behaviour study context (T270=2.679, P=0.01, Cohen’s d=0.384). There was no 

gender or age difference between study contexts, meaning those factors were unlikely to drive the 

observed difference in trait anxiety. However, the sample size (N=272) was small (especially for the 

MRI context), and one factor that could be driving the difference in trait anxiety is whether participants 

were appropriately screened for psychiatric/affective disorders. In this preliminary sample, all MRI 

subjects were screened, while a large proportion of the behaviour subjects (N=145 out of 208) were 
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not. In addition, all of this data was collected by one experimenter at one institution, making it difficult 

to generalize.  

Therefore, we set out to gather a large dataset of existing trait anxiety scores from labs across multiple 

institutions who routinely collect trait anxiety measures in their behavioural and MRI studies1,25,41–54. 

In order to control for possible confounds and examine interaction effects, we additionally collected 

the following variables: gender, age, whether and how participants were screened for 

affective/psychiatric disorders, and whether the study involved the presence of a stressor and/or 

pharmacological manipulation (see Methods for details). 

Preliminary data MRI Behaviour Study Context Difference 

Statistic P-value Effect size 

N 64 208       

Gender: NF/NM 33/31 117/91 χ2=0.435 0.51 0.080 

Trait anxiety (± SD) 34.422 (±8.44) 38.226 (±10.35) T270=2.679 0.01 0.384 

Age (± SD) 25.891 (±5.76) 24.995 (±7.65) T270=0.864 0.39 0.124 

Table 1. Summary of preliminary dataset (N=272). Independent, two-sample t-tests were run 

assuming unequal variance. Effect sizes for t-tests are Cohen’s d values; and effect sizes for chi-square 

tests are standardized mean difference effect sizes calculated with the esc_chisq function in R. For 

both types of effect sizes, 0.2 is considered a small effect, 0.5 a medium effect and 0.8 a large effect. 

 

Results 

Dataset summary and descriptive statistics 

The final dataset included data from 3317 healthy volunteers across 9 different study sites across 

Europe and the USA, excluding data from the preliminary dataset. A summary of the final dataset is 

provided in Table 2. The distribution of trait anxiety scores is shown in Figure 1, across the entire 

sample (Fig. 1A) and separately for individuals participating in MRI and behavioural studies (Fig. 

1B). Mean trait anxiety across the entire sample was 36.99 (±9.40), consistent with normative data33,34. 

Confirming our hypothesis and preliminary data, the difference in trait anxiety between MRI and 

behavioural studies was also significant in the larger sample, albeit with a smaller, but non-negligible, 

effect size (t-test assuming unequal variance: T3180=6.41, P<0.0001; Cohen’s d=0.219; Table 2). 
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Interestingly, the distribution of trait anxiety scores across the two study contexts (Fig. 1B) indicates 

that the difference is driven by a larger proportion of individuals in MRI studies scoring between 30 

and 40, and a larger proportion of individuals in behavioural studies scoring above 45. While the 

difference in mean trait anxiety between study contexts was around 2 points on the trait anxiety scale, 

this difference rose to 5 points when examining the 80th percentile of the distribution. 

As observed in the preliminary data, it is possible that the difference in trait anxiety could be driven 

by one or several of the following factors, all found to be significantly different between study contexts 

(see Table 2 for statistical inference). In the behaviour compared to MRI context, participants were 

slightly older (Behaviour: 25.64 years; MRI: 24.14 years), there was a higher proportion of female 

participants (Behaviour: 55.5% females; MRI: 51.2% females), a higher proportion of participants in 

studies involving drug administration (Behaviour: 25.8%; MRI: 13.9%), and a lower proportion of 

participants in studies involving a stressor (Behaviour: 39.2%; MRI: 50.3%). However, the proportion 

of individuals that were clinically screened was not statistically different across study contexts 

(Behaviour: 63.2%; MRI: 64.7%). Nonetheless, we performed follow-up analyses to control for these 

possible confounds. 

 

Final data MRI Behaviour Study Context Difference 

Statistic P-value Effect size 

N 1341 1976       

Gender: NF/NM 687/654 1096/880 χ2=5.76 0.016 0.083 

Trait anxiety (± SD) 35.772 (±8.31) 37.820 (±9.98) T3180=6.41 <0.0001 0.219 

Age (± SD) 24.135 (±5.85) 25.638 (±7.45) T3176.9=6.40 <0.0001 0.220 

Screening: NYES/NNO 868/473 1248/728 χ2=0.852 0.36 0.032 

Stressor: NYES/NNO 675/666 774/1202 χ2=40.48 <0.0001 0.222 

Drug: NYES/NNO 186/1155 510/1466 χ2=68.68 <0.0001 0.291 

Table 2. Summary of final dataset (N=3317). Independent, two-sample t-tests were run assuming 

unequal variance. Effect sizes for t-tests are Cohen’s d values; and effect sizes for chi-square tests are 

standardized mean difference effect sizes calculated with the esc_chisq function in R. For both types 

of effect sizes, 0.2 is considered a small effect, 0.5 a medium effect and 0.8 a large effect.  
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Figure 1. Distribution of trait anxiety scores. Density plots are shown, representing the proportion 

of the population at each trait anxiety score (bin = 1). Solid lines show the mode of the distribution; 

dashed lines the 80th percentile. (A) Distribution for the entire population (N=3317): mode=36.02, 

80th percentile=45. (B) Separate distributions for behaviour (N=1976, green) and MRI (N=1341, 

orange) study contexts, showing both lower mode (MRI=33.18, behaviour=35.68) and lower 80th 

percentile (MRI=42; behaviour=47) in MRI study context. 

 

Trait anxiety difference between MRI and behavioural studies is robust to potential confounds. 

Two analyses were performed to assess the effect of study context on trait anxiety while controlling 

for other variables in the dataset: mixed effect modelling using lme4 package in R55, as well as 

Bayesian ANCOVA in JASP56,57. Only results reaching threshold for both methods were considered 

robust enough to support our conclusions. Given the variability in mean trait anxiety across study sites 

(Table 3, All data column), we included study site as a random factor in all analyses. 

In a linear mixed effects model (Model 1, see Methods for details), we included fixed effects of all 

factors (study context, screening, gender, age, stressor, drug administration), as well as a fixed and 

random intercept. We found a significant main effect of study context (estimate=-3.609 ±0.42 (SE), 

χ2=73.44, P<0.0001; Fig. 2A) with an effect size over the difference in marginal means of d=0.406 

(averaged over the levels of all other factors). This indicates that lower trait anxiety in individuals 

participating in MRI over behavioural studies is a robust effect in our large sample, present even when 

controlling for gender, screening, age, and the presence of a stressor or drug administration. In fact, 

accounting for the variance explained by these variables yielded an 85% larger effect size. Bayesian 

analyses confirmed this finding, with the model including all main effects outperforming the same 

model lacking only the effect of study context (BF10>1014). This is indicative of decisive evidence for 

this effect. 
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While the size of the effect is variable across the specific study sites that provided data for both 

conditions (medium to large effect in sites #1 and #9, small to medium effect in sites #3 and #7, 

negligible effect in sites #5, #6 and #8; Table 3), trait anxiety in all the sites was numerically lower 

for the MRI condition. 

  All data MRI Behaviour Difference 

Study 

site 

N Trait anxiety 

(± SD) 
N Trait anxiety 

(± SD) 
N Trait anxiety 

(± SD) 
T P Effect 

size (d) 

Site #1 255 38.35 (±11.19) 155 36.08 (±10.16) 100 41.85 (±11.84) 4.01 <0.001 0.53 

Site #2 102 43.38 (±10.91) 0 - 102 43.38 (±10.91) - - - 

Site #3 890 36.12 (±7.90) 465 34.68 (±7.75) 425 37.69 (±7.78) 5.79 <0.001 0.39 

Site #4 71 34.31 (±7.35) 0 - 71 34.31 (±7.35) - - - 

Site #5 100 35.95 (±8.13) 45 35.31 (±7.88) 55 36.47 (±8.37) 0.71 0.48 0.14 

Site #6 440 39.30 (±6.95) 413 39.26 (±6.96) 27 39.81 (±6.93) 0.40 0.69 0.08 

Site #7 94 29.66 (±5.71) 61 29.02 (±5.32) 33 30.85 (±6.29) 1.42 0.16 0.32 

Site #8 441 34.28 (±9.40) 55 33.84 (±9.56) 386 34.34 (±9.39) 0.37 0.72 0.053 

Site #9 924 38.02 (±10.53) 147 32.78 (±8.12) 777 39.01 (±10.65) 8.09 <0.001 0.61 

Table 3. Data summary by study site. Sample sizes and mean trait anxiety scores (± standard 

deviation) are reported for each site, for all data and separately for the MRI and Behaviour study 

contexts. Statistics for the difference between MRI and Behaviour contexts are also reported in the 

right-most column, specifically T and p-value from two-tailed independent sample t-tests (unequal 

variance) and effect size using Cohen’s d. 

 

Lower trait anxiety with screening and age 

We then set out to analyse the effect of other variables on trait anxiety to determine which effects are 

robust to the other variables in the model. The mixed effects model (Model 1) revealed a significant 

effect of age (lower trait anxiety in older individuals: estimate=-0.140 ±0.025 (SE), χ2=32.33, 

P<0.0001; Fig. 2B), confirmed with decisive evidence by the Bayesian test (BF10>105). Evidence for 

an effect of gender was mixed, as the mixed effects model suggested a significant fixed effect (higher 

trait anxiety in females: estimate=-0.940 ±0.33 (SE), χ2=8.320, P=0.0039; Fig. 2C) but the Bayesian 

analyses only indicated anecdotal evidence (BF10=2.788). Finally, both analyses showed no significant 

effect of psychiatric screening (estimate=-0.668 ±0.51 (SE), χ2=1.681, P=0.195; Fig. 2D), stressor 

(estimate=0.486 ±0.41 (SE), χ2=1.418, P=0.234; Fig. 2E) or drug administration (estimate=-0.729 

±0.49 (SE), χ2=2.220, P=0.136; Fig. 2F) on trait anxiety, with the Bayesian test suggesting substantial 
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evidence for null effects (screening: BF10=0.129, stressor: BF10=0.117, drug administration: 

BF10=0.205). 

 

Figure 2. Main effects on trait anxiety (Model 1). A mixed effects model was run to predict trait 

anxiety scores from six variables: (A) study context (behaviour vs MRI), (B) age, (C) gender, (D) 

psychiatric screening, (E) stressor, and (F) drug administration. Effects of categorical factors (A, C-

F) are shown as box plots of the raw data; the blue dots and numbers represent the marginal means 

predicted from the model. (B) Scatter plot of trait anxiety as a function of age (red dots: raw data; blue 

line: effect of age predicted by the model). The effects of study context and age (A, B) were found to 

be significant both in the mixed effects model and using Bayesian tests (* P<0.001 and BF10>100), 

whereas the effects of screening, stressor, drug and gender (C-F) were not. 

 

Behaviour-MRI trait anxiety differences are modulated by study context and age 

Our final analysis examined whether the difference in trait anxiety between behavioural and MRI 

studies was moderated by any of the control variables. To test this, we built a second mixed-effects 

model (Model 2) which, in addition to Model 1 effects, included all 2-way interactions with study 

context (context*gender, context*age, context*screening, context*stressor, context*drug) as fixed 

effects, as well as a random effect of study context (with site as random variable). Note that this model 

only included the seven study sites that had data from both behaviour and MRI study contexts, thus 

leading to a slightly reduced sample size of 3041. Because the difference between behavioural and 

MRI studies was our main question of interest, we did not investigate interactions between the other 

factors (i.e. not including study context). 
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We found significant interactions between study context and screening (estimate=-4.719 ±1.29 (SE), 

χ2=12.46, P=0.0004; Fig. 3A), between study context and age (estimate=0.164 ±0.055 (SE), χ2=8.80, 

P=0.003; Fig. 3B) and between study context and stressor (estimate=-2.592 ±0.80 (SE), χ2=9.844, 

P=0.0017; Fig. 3C). All three interactions were corroborated with Bayesian tests (context*screening: 

BF10=46.73; context*age: BF10=11.93; context*stressor: BF10=3.86). The context*screening 

interaction was such that higher trait anxiety in behaviour compared to MRI study contexts was only 

present when subjects were screened (effect size of difference in marginal means d=0.54) compared 

to when they weren’t screened (d=0.007). The context*age interaction revealed a negative correlation 

between age and trait anxiety only in behavioural studies (β=-0.168) but not in MRI studies (β=-0.003). 

The context*stressor interaction was such that the MRI-behaviour difference in trait anxiety was larger 

in studies involving a stressor (d=0.42) than in studies without a stressor (d=0.13). Finally, there was 

no evidence for a context*drug interaction (estimate=-1.016 ±1.13 (SE), χ2=0.740, P=0.39; Fig. 3D) 

or context*gender interaction (estimate=-0.373 ±0.66 (SE), χ2=0.319, P=0.57; Fig. 3E), consistent 

with the Bayesian tests (context*drug: BF10=0.24; context*gender: BF10=0.034). For completeness, 

mean trait anxiety, standard deviation and sample size are reported in Table S1, broken down by each 

of the five categorical factors (study context, gender, psychiatric screening, stressor, and drug 

administration). Given that some categories had no data (e.g. combined stress and drug administration 

study without screening), we refrained from investigating higher-level interactions than the ones 

reported above. 

Post-hoc analysis: effect of screening type 

In the analyses reported above, participants were considered screened for affective/psychiatric 

disorders if either a phone screening or in-person structured interview was conducted; and not screened 

if absence of psychiatric condition was based purely on self-report of meeting eligibility criteria 

specified in the recruitment material or if no such eligibility criteria were specified. However, it is 

likely that the exact type of screening procedure (see Table S2 for details) may differ across study 

contexts and play more of a modulatory role on trait anxiety scores. To examine this, we ran follow-

up analyses in which instead of a binary variable, screening was classified into one of three types: no 

screening, phone screening, or full in-person screening. Numbers and mean trait anxiety for each 

screening type and study context are reported in Table 4, including the breakdown for those specific 

sites that used the same screening procedure across both study contexts. We found that the proportions 
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of participants screened by phone, in person, or not screened did not differ across study contexts 

(χ2=2.21, P=0.33). 

 

 

Figure 3. Moderating factors of the behaviour-MRI difference in trait anxiety (Model 2). 
Interaction effects with study context were added to the mixed effects models: (A) context-by-

screening, (B) context-by-age, (C) context-by-stressor, (D) context-by-drug, and (E) context-by-

gender. Effects of categorical factors (A, C-E) are shown as box plots of the raw data; the blue dots 

and numbers represent the marginal means from the interaction effect predicted by the model; the 

numbers in red represent the effect sizes associated with the behaviour-MRI differences in marginal 

means. (B) Scatter plot of trait anxiety as a function of age (dots: raw data; lines: effect of age per 

condition predicted by the model). The interactions with screening, age and stressor (A-C) were found 

to be significant both in the mixed effects model and using Bayesian tests (* P<0.01 and B10>3), 

whereas the interactions with drug and gender (D-E) were not. 
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Screening 

type Site 

Behaviour MRI Difference 

N Trait anxiety 

(± SD) 
N Trait anxiety 

(± SD) 
T P d 

No screening all 728 38.68 (±11.08) 473 38.99 (±7.30) -0.58 0.56 0.031 

#5 55 36.47 (±8.37) 45 35.31 (±7.88) 0.71 0.48 0.14 

#6 27 39.81 (±6.93) 413 39.26 (±6.96) 0.40 0.69 0.079 

#8 168 35.21 (±10.62) 15 42.40 (±10.99) -2.51 0.01 0.68 

Phone all 786 39.33 (±9.31) 525 34.36 (±7.78) 10.46 <0.001 0.57 

#3 425 37.69 (±7.78) 465 34.68 (±7.75) 5.78 <0.01 0.39 

#9 260 44.13 (±9.90) 60 31.92 (±7.72) 8.94 <0.01 1.28 

Full all 462 33.90 (±8.09) 343 33.50 (±9.04) 0.64 0.52 0.047 

#7 33 30.85 (±6.29) 61 29.02 (±5.32) 1.49 0.14 0.33 

#8 188 33.80 (±7.93) 40 30.63 (±6.67) 2.36 0.02 0.41 

#9 241 34.39 (±8.36) 87 33.37 (±8.38) 0.97 0.33 0.12 

Table 4. Trait anxiety across study contexts and screening procedures. The number of individuals, 

as well as mean trait anxiety and standard deviation, are shown separately for each screening procedure 

(no screening, phone screening, full in-person screening) and each study context (behaviour, MRI). 

Numbers in bold and italics are for the entire dataset, collapsing across all study sites. The breakdown 

for the specific sites in which the same procedure was used for both study contexts is also shown. 

 

Re-running linear mixed effect model 1, but distinguishing between phone and full screening 

procedures, showed that the difference in trait anxiety across study contexts remained significant 

(estimate=-3.117 ±0.42 (SE), χ2=55.25, P<0.0001, BF10>1010). The effect size of the difference in 

marginal means was 0.355 (averaged over the levels of all other factors). There was also a significant 

main effect of psychiatric screening type (χ2=86.50, P<0.0001, BF10>1016, Fig 4A), with higher trait 

anxiety for unscreened compared to fully screened individuals (estimate=2.877 ±0.56 (SE)), and for 

individuals screened by phone compared to those that were fully screened in person (estimate=6.265 

±0.67 (SE)). Re-running linear mixed model 2, including a random effect of site and interaction effects 

with study context, showed a significant interaction between study context and the type of screening 

procedure (χ2=86.50, P<0.0001, BF10>104). Mean trait anxiety scores collapsed across all sites (Table 

4) showed that the interaction was driven by lower trait anxiety for MRI relative to behaviour contexts 

when phone screening procedures were used (T1245=10.46, P<0.001, d=0.57) but not for studies with 

no screening (T1198.7=-0.58, P=0.56, d=0.031) or studies with full in-person screening (T688.74=0.64, 

P=0.52, d=0.047). This was also confirmed in the specific study sites that employed the same screening 

procedure for both MRI and behaviour study contexts (Table 4). 
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Finally, examining the distribution of trait anxiety scores across study contexts and screening 

procedures (Fig. 4B) revealed some interesting findings. First, while there was no difference in mean 

trait anxiety between behaviour and MRI study contexts for unscreened individuals (Fig. 4B top), the 

distributions exhibit several differences: the mode is lower for behavioural studies (33.43 vs 37.64), 

while the 80th percentile is lower for MRI studies (45 vs 48), confirming the narrower distribution of 

trait anxiety scores in MRI studies when no psychiatric screening is performed at recruitment. For 

individuals screened by phone (Fig. 4B middle), both the mode (32.28 vs 36.15) and 80th percentile 

(40.2 vs 48) were lower in MRI study contexts, driven by a smaller proportion of individuals scoring 

above 42. When individuals were fully screened using an in-person structured clinical interview (Fig. 

4B bottom), the two distributions matched almost exactly between study contexts (mode: 

behaviour=29.72, MRI=30.40; 80th percentile: behaviour=41, MRI=40). 

 
Figure 4. Distribution of trait anxiety scores split by screening procedure. Density plots of trait 

anxiety scores are shown (bin=2), separately for individuals who were not screened for 

psychiatric/affective disorders (top panels), screened by phone (middle panels) or fully screened with 

an in-person structured clinical interview (bottom panels). Solid lines show the mode of the 

distribution; dashed lines the 80th percentile. (A) Distribution for the entire population. (B) Separate 

distribution for behaviour and MRI study contexts. 
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Discussion 

In this study, we provided substantial evidence, in a large-scale dataset across multiple sites, that 

individuals participating in MRI studies exhibit on average lower levels of trait anxiety than 

individuals participating in behavioural studies only. We showed that this effect is robust to controlling 

for multiple factors – namely age, gender, whether or not participants were screened for affective and 

psychiatric disorders, the type of screening procedure used, whether or not the study involved the 

presence of a stressor, and whether or not the study involved a pharmacological manipulation (drug 

administration). We also confirmed this effect using both mixed modelling approaches and Bayesian 

analyses. Interestingly, the difference in trait anxiety scores was also accompanied by a clear 

difference in their distribution across study contexts; specifically, a strikingly lower proportion of 

individuals had trait anxiety scores above 45 in MRI studies relative to behavioural studies. 

Procedures in place to screen participants for psychiatric and/or affective disorders were found to 

modulate the distribution of trait anxiety scores in different ways for MRI and behavioural study 

contexts. Specifically, when no or minimal screening was performed, the range of trait anxiety scores 

was narrower in MRI compared to behavioural studies, while the two distributions matched when full 

in-person clinical interviews were used. Several possible factors could explain the observed 

differences. For studies employing phone or online screening procedures, participants with higher 

anxiety might be screened out of MRI studies more often than behavioural studies, because of inherent 

differences in screening questions. For example, during recruitment of MRI studies, participants are 

likely asked additional screening questions, such as history of claustrophobia, which would usually 

not be asked for behavioural studies. It is also possible that participants are more likely to ‘lie’ about 

or ignore their history of psychiatric disorders when participating in a behavioural study for which 

screening does not occur in person. Finally, a self-selection bias during recruitment is also possible, 

whereby individuals with high trait anxiety are less likely to volunteer to participate in MRI studies, 

even if they meet all eligibility criteria. Undergoing MRI scanning has been found to be anxiogenic, 

because of claustrophobia, discomfort, and/or fear of learning about potential incidental findings7–9; 

therefore, anxious individuals are likely to find the experience of MRI scanning more aversive and 

elect not to participate. While excluding participants with claustrophobia from MRI studies may partly 

explain the bias8,9, whether other specific components of anxiety play a role remains unclear. Factor 

analyses of the STAI58–60 suggested different components of trait anxiety, such as anxiety-present vs 

anxiety-absent components (corresponding to items reflecting negative vs positive emotional 
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experiences) or components assessing anxiety, worry, sadness, self-deprecation, as well as general 

negative affect. Whether a subset of these components is more likely to weigh in on the decision to 

take part in an MRI or behavioural study remains an open question for future investigation. We note 

this analysis was beyond the scope of the present study, given that individual item scores from the trait 

anxiety questionnaires were not obtained in the data. 

Our results also revealed that the difference in trait anxiety between MRI and behavioural studies was 

larger in studies involving a stressor. This interaction effect was observed without a main effect of 

stressor; that is, there was no overall difference in trait anxiety between stress and non-stress studies. 

Instead, it is only when the presence of a stress-induction procedure is combined with MRI that the 

behaviour-MRI difference in trait anxiety is the strongest. Furthermore, our findings speak to other 

factors that explain some of the variance in individual trait anxiety scores. We found a negative 

correlation between age and trait anxiety, consistent with past literature suggesting trait anxiety 

decreases with age34,61,62. However, contrary to the literature suggesting both higher prevalence of 

anxiety disorders63 and higher self-reported anxiety34,64 in females than males, we did not find strong 

support for this hypothesis in our data. Our data indicated that trait anxiety was numerically higher for 

females, but the significance of that effect was not confirmed using Bayesian tests, consistent with the 

negligible effect size of that difference (Cohen’s d=0.106). 

While the large scale of the present dataset allowed us to ensure the robustness of the effects, with 

data obtained from multiple institutions and controlling for multiple potential confounds, we note two 

possible limitations. First, contributing institutions were mostly located in the USA and northern 

Europe, thus leaving open the possibility that the observed effects may not generalize to data collected 

in other parts of the world. Second, the variables we controlled for in the analyses (age, gender, 

screening, stressor, drug, and study site) are of course not exhaustive and one could imagine that other 

mediators are likely to explain additional variance in trait anxiety scores and/or in the willingness to 

participate in MRI studies65. Examples include socio-economic status, race/ethnicity, urban living, 

ruminative and depressive states, neuroticism, physical health, remuneration, or other components of 

the study design. Collecting these additional variables would not have been possible in the current 

dataset given that they were either not measured in the first place, or would have compromised the 

anonymization of the dataset. 
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Overall, the finding of lower trait anxiety, as well as narrower distribution of trait anxiety scores, in 

MRI compared to behavioural studies has implications for both previously published and future 

research in the field of cognitive neuroscience as a whole, and for anxiety research more specifically. 

These differences may be responsible for failed replications, whereby a behavioural effect of interest, 

and/or a moderating effect of trait (or induced/state) anxiety, evidenced in a behavioural study fails to 

replicate in a follow-up MRI study (e.g 1,2) or vice versa. Because of the narrower range of trait anxiety 

values in MRI studies, this may also enhance the differences between patient and control groups in 

studies of psychiatric populations, whereby control subjects have lower trait anxiety than the general 

population. Taken together, these findings point towards a recommendation for cognitive neuroscience 

researchers who run both MRI and behavioural studies to measure individual differences in anxiety 

and carefully consider and mitigate potential sources of recruitment bias. Our result that distributions 

of trait anxiety scores between MRI and behavioural studies match almost perfectly when full in-

person psychiatric screening interviews are conducted suggests that such screening procedure should 

be relied on when possible. This recommendation is particularly relevant for researchers running 

studies involving a stressor, in which the trait anxiety difference between behavioural and MRI 

components was found to be larger. Probing more deeply into individual reasons for participating in 

MRI studies and differences in screening procedures is thus necessary to ensure researchers can 

enforce a distribution of psychological and psychiatric profiles that is representative of the general 

population. 

 

Methods 

Procedure. Trait anxiety total scores, from the State Trait Anxiety Inventory33 were obtained for a 

total of 3317 healthy adult participants (18 years and older) across 9 study sites and 5 countries: 

California Institute of Technology (USA), University of Maryland (USA), National Institute of Mental 

Health (USA), Universität Hamburg (Germany), Radboud University (the Netherlands), Leiden 

University (the Netherlands), University College London (UK), University of Oxford (UK), and 

University of Geneva (Switzerland). Only data that previously collected in the different contributing 

labs was gathered; and data was completely de-identified before sharing. Possible duplicates – trait 

anxiety scores from the same participant in several different studies from the same lab – cannot be 

identified and are therefore not accounted for, although we expect the number of duplicates to be 
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negligible. We asked labs to provide the following information along with trait anxiety scores: gender, 

age (in years), whether the study was a behavioural-only study or involved MRI scanning (study 

context), whether participants were appropriately screened for affective/psychiatric disorders (see 

Table S2 for details of screening procedure), whether the study involved the presence of a stressor 

and/or drug administration, and a short description of the study. The project was approved by the 

Caltech Institutional Review Board (minimal risk, exempt decision).  

Data analysis – mixed effect models. Using the lme4 package in R, two mixed effects models were 

built (i) to examine the effect of study context (behaviour vs MRI) while controlling for the other 

variables (Model 1) and (ii) to assess interaction between group and other variables (Model 2). Model 

1 included fixed effects of study context, gender, age, psychiatric screening, stressor, and drug 

administration, as well as a fixed intercept and a random intercept (grouped by study site). Model 2 

included the same effects as Model 1, with the addition of a random effect of study context (grouped 

by study site) and the following fixed interaction effects: context*gender, context*age, 

context*psychiatric screening, context*stressor and context*drug administration. For both models, 

subjects with missing gender or age data (n=103) were excluded, and for Model 2, subjects from study 

sites that only provided data for one study context (n=173) were excluded to allow for the estimation 

of a random effect of condition for each study site. Model 1 thus included data from 3214 subjects, 

and Model 2 data from 3041 subjects. To determine the significance of individual effects, nested model 

comparison was performed, using Chi-square test in R (anova function) to compare the full model 

with the corresponding model lacking the one effect of interest. Effect sizes were obtained for pairwise 

comparisons of the marginal means using the eff_size function from the emmeans package in R. 

Data analysis – Bayesian statistics. Bayesian analyses were conducted using JASP66 in order to 

corroborate the effects obtained with mixed effects models. Bayesian ANCOVA was used with trait 

anxiety as a dependent variable; study context, gender, psychiatric screening, stressor and drug 

administration as fixed factors; age as a covariate; and study site as a random factor. To mirror the 

mixed effect analyses, two types of Bayesian model comparisons were performed. First, we compared 

pairs of models either including or not including a fixed effect of interest, while controlling for all 

other fixed effects – this allowed determining the significance of main effects. Second, we compared 

pairs of models either including or not including an interaction effect of interest, while controlling for 

all fixed effects and all other interactions. Note that only interactions with study context were 

considered. JASP’s default prior was used. This pairwise model comparison allows drawing inference 
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about which model best explains the data. In practice, the test generates a Bayes Factor (BF10), which 

represents the evidence for the full model relative to the null model (which here simply lacks one 

effect of interest). The magnitude of BF10 was used to interpret the strength of evidence in favor of 

either model67–70. Evidence in favor of the model of interest was considered anecdotal (1 < BF10 < 3), 

substantial (3 < BF10 < 10), strong (10 < BF10 < 30), very strong (30 < BF10 < 100) or decisive (BF10 

> 100). Similarly, evidence in favor of the null model could also be qualified as anecdotal (0.33 < BF10 

< 1), substantial (0.1 < BF10 < 0.33), strong (0.033 < BF10 < 0.1), very strong (0.01 < BF10 < 0.033) or 

decisive (BF10 < 0.01). 

Follow-up analyses: effect of screening procedures. To examine the role of specific psychiatric 

screening procedures in modulating trait anxiety differences between MRI and behaviour study 

contexts, we repeated the analyses described above (mixed effect models and Bayesian tests), taking 

into account whether screening was performed by phone or in-person structured interview. The 

detailed screening procedures for each study site and study context are reported in Table S2. We also 

explored the distribution of trait anxiety scores for each type of screening procedure (no screening, 

phone screening, or full screening) and each study context, quantifying the mean and standard 

deviation (Table 4) as well as the mode and 80th percentile (Fig. 4) to characterize the distributions. 

Data and code availability. Data and code are available on the following github repository: 

https://github.com/ccharpen/Trait_anxiety_MRI_BH 
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Supplementary Information 

 

Study 

context 

Gender Psychiatric 

screening 

Stressor Drug 

administration 

Mean trait 

anxiety 

SD N 

MRI F 0 0 0 39.09 8.30 151 

    1 - - 0 

   1 0 38.49 5.96 90 

    1 - - 0 

  1 0 0 35.46 9.02 101 

    1 32.67 7.28 75 

   1 0 35.03 8.24 241 

    1 32.48 7.48 29 

 M 0 0 0 39.23 6.82 152 

    1 - - 0 

   1 0 38.89 7.65 80 

    1 - - 0 

  1 0 0 35.14 10.17 116 

    1 33.31 7.69 71 

   1 0 32.85 7.31 224 

    1 28.55 7.12 11 

behaviour F 0 0 0 39.04 11.09 367 

    1 - - 0 

   1 0 39.72 11.63 85 

    1 - - 0 

  1 0 0 33.89 8.14 198 

    1 38.30 7.97 125 

   1 0 42.03 10.25 204 

    1 36.61 8.42 117 

 M 0 0 0 37.93 11.07 207 

    1 - - 0 

   1 0 37.70 10.31 69 

    1 - - 0 

  1 0 0 34.88 9.84 156 

    1 37.40 6.76 149 

   1 0 38.22 10.15 180 

    1 36.34 8.14 119 

Table S1. Trait anxiety descriptive statistics, collapsed across study sites (N=3317). Mean trait 

anxiety, standard deviation, and sample size are reported, broken down by each of the five categorical 

factors collected in the data.  
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 Behaviour MRI 

 N Screening procedure N Screening procedure 

Site #1 100 None: study flyer specifying no psychiatric 

disorder 
155 Full: MINI 

Site #2 102 None: no exclusion criteria for psychiatric or 

neurological disorders 
0 - 

Site #3 425 Phone: smoking, medication intake, drug use, 

history of neurological/ psychiatric diagnosis, 

history of drug abuse. 

465 Phone: same interview 

as Behaviour 

Site #4 71 Phone: BMI, medication use, alcohol use, 

smoking, drug use, severe illness in past year, 

diabetes, psychiatric problems in past year 

requiring therapy, follow-up MDD symptoms 

0 - 

Site #5 55 None: self-report of meeting eligibility criteria 

stated on information letter – no neurological, 

cardiovascular diseases, psychiatric disorders, 

regular use of medication or marijuana, use of 

psychotropic drugs 

45 None: same as 

Behaviour + 

claustrophobia & heavy 

smoking 

Site #6 27 None: self-report of meeting eligibility 

requirements – no psychoactive drugs, no 

psychological conditions, no neurological 

condition 

413 None: same as 

Behaviour 

Site #7 33 Full: SCID 61 Full: SCID 

Site #8 188 Full: SCID 40 Full: SCID 

30 Phone: exclude past history of psychiatric or 

neurological disorder 
  

168 None: self-report of no use of psychotropic 

medication, no diagnosis of current Axis I 

disorder, BMI between 18 and 30 

15 None: same as 

Behaviour 

Site #9 241 Full: MINI 87 Full: MINI 

260 Phone: past/present diagnosis of depression, 

stress-related problems, bipolar disorder, 

ADHD, eating disorder, OCD, 

trichotillomania, learning disability, alcohol & 

drug abuse, medication for psychiatric disorder 

60 Phone: same interview 

as Behaviour + 

claustrophobia 

276 None: self-report of meeting eligibility criteria 

specified on study advert – no past or present 

psychiatric or neurological disorder, alcohol 

use (past 24hrs) or cannabis (past week). 

  

Table S2. Details of screening procedures across study sites and study contexts. The number of 

individual data points for each site and each study context are reported, as well as details about the 

screening procedure and eligibility criteria. SCID: Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-5 Axis I 

disorders. MINI: Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview. BMI: Body-Mass Index. MDD: 

Major Depressive Disorder. ADHD: Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder. OCD: Obsessive 

Compulsive Disorder. 


